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From the warped mind of author Andy Rausch comes Death Rattles, a unique collection of sixteen chilling
short stories. These macabre tales cover all the bases of classic horror, from ghosts and zombies to demonic
possession, but each are handled in such a way as they’ve never been before. Aficionados of the genre won’t
want to miss this one-of-a-kind collection of horrifically twisted tales. “Andy Rausch grew up reading
Stephen King and watching great stuff like Twilight Zone, Carrie, and Alfred Hitchcock Presents, from the
time he was ten-years-old. He took inspiration from all of it, but his writing has its own powerful uniqueness.
His tough, muscular, hard-hitting prose is married to thought-provoking concepts that make you question
your own opinions, your own moral stance, your own preconceptions of right and wrong. Don’t miss Death
Rattles! It will rattle your brain and tingle your spine!” —John Russo, author, Night of the Living Dead “The
classic horror short story not only lives and breathes. In the imaginative brain of Andy Rausch, it’s totally
reanimated. Want proof? Sample, from this brain-busting collection, ‘The $10,000 John Wayne Magnum
Opus.’ But not just before you go to sleep, unless you want to risk nightmares.” —Herschell Gordon Lewis,
author, Blood Feast “I believe that Death Rattles by Andy Rausch contains the absolute best short stories of
the year!” —Lloyd Kaufman, author, The Toxic Avenger
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From reader reviews:

Mildred Perkins:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you
can add your knowledge by the book entitled Death Rattles. Try to make book Death Rattles as your good
friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you truly feel alone and beside those of course make you
smarter than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you a lot more confidence
because you can know anything by the book. So , we should make new experience and knowledge with this
book.

Ardith Bobo:

Do you one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys this
particular aren't like that. This Death Rattles book is readable by simply you who hate those straight word
style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving even
decrease the knowledge that want to give to you. The writer connected with Death Rattles content conveys
thinking easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it
just different by means of it. So , do you nonetheless thinking Death Rattles is not loveable to be your top
listing reading book?

Anna Vinci:

The feeling that you get from Death Rattles will be the more deep you searching the information that hide
inside the words the more you get considering reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to
comprehend but Death Rattles giving you buzz feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in
certain way that can be understood simply by anyone who read it because the author of this publication is
well-known enough. This book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to
understand then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for
having this particular Death Rattles instantly.

Albert Jones:

Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their family, or
their very own friends. Usually they doing activity like watching television, planning to beach, or picnic
inside park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to fill
your own free time/ holiday? May be reading a book may be option to fill your cost-free time/ holiday. The
first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you want to test look for
book, may be the reserve untitled Death Rattles can be very good book to read. May be it might be best
activity to you.
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